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A UNIFIED CONCEPT OF ADMISSIBILITY OF
STATISTICAL DECISION FUNCTIONS
ISAO HASHIMOTO AND HIROKICHI KUDO
(Received December 8, 1967)
The purpose of the present paper is to introduce a new and unified concept
of admissibility in theory of statistical decision functions, and to give and discuss
criteria for such an admissibility. The criteria proposed in this paper are not
quite new, but rather a unification of criteria given by Karlin [6], Stein [10],
[11], [12], Stone [13] and Takeuchi [14], and also of the equation defining the
Bayes solution in the wide sense (see Wald [15] and LeCam [9]).
In Section 1 we give a generalized definition of admissibility which depends
upon a family 2 of subsets of the parameter space Θ. In case of 2 being the
family of all subsets of Θ our admissibility coincides with the usual one, whereas
it is the negative of uniform improvability on Θ in case of Σ being the single-
element family {Θ}. In general, we define the admissibility depending on 2 as
the negative of uniform improvability on some element of Σ The concept of
almost admissibility is one of the particular examples of such an admissibility.
A sufficient condition for such an admissibility is given and discussed also
in this section. This condition has appeared in various forms (e.g., [9], [10], [11],
[14] and [15]), but they will be shown to be equivalent in this section. Especially,
in [9] and [15], the procedure satisfying the condition is named as a Bayes solution
in the wide sense provided that Σ ^ ί ® } - I n Section 2 we assume the subcon-
vexity and the property (W) of the space D of available decision procedures.
Then the sufficient condition given in Section 1 turns out to be also necessary
and a complete class theorem similar to a theorem due to Wald and to LeCam
([9] and [15]) holds. The proofs contained in this section mostly follow LeCam's
method in his paper [9].
In the first two sections we concern only with discrete prior probability
measures with finite support. However they are not easy to treat with for the
mathematical analysis, and so frequently we prefer to treat with continuous
prior probability measures to discrete ones. In Section 3, we shall study the
cases of general continuous prior measures and of continuous prior measures
with densities. Under Assumptions of the subconvexity and the property (W) of
D it is shown that there is no essential difference between the cases of general
continuous prior measures and of discrete prior measures. However, for prior
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measures with densities, the situation is quite different. If we restrict ourselves
to the case of continuous prior measures with densities, every sets of measure
zero should be neglected, and hence only almost admissibility is to be concerned
with, or the usual admissibility is concerned with only in the continuous risk
function case. In his paper [12], Stein announced a variant of his criterion
[10] for admissibility. Unfortunately it is stated in an ambiguous form (see
Examples 2 and 3 in Section 3). The authors modify Stein's assertion and obtain
a perfect criterion for almost admissibility (Thm. 9), on the basis of which we
shall give proofs of admissibility of some examples (Examples 4 and 5). Takeuchi
[14] gave a criterion (a sufficient condition) for admissibility in the continuous
risk function case. It is shown that this criterion is also necessary (Thm. 10).
The concept of almost admissibility leads us properly to another concept
of admissibility, the quasi admissibility. This is discussed briefly in Section 4.
The structure of the risk function is not taken into account in this paper, and
hence the theorems contained here will be applied to zero-sum two-person games
or to statistical games. However if the structure of risk function is given and used
in the arguments, more profound results would be expected.
1. A general concept of admissibility
Consider a statistical game (Θ, Dy r)y where Θ is a parameter space, D a
space of decision functions (d. f.'s) in which the statistician chooses his statistical
strategy φ, and r=r(θ, φ) the risk function, bounded from below, uniformly in φy
when θ is the true parameter value. Let £ be a nonempty subset of Θ, and ε
a positive number.
DEFINITION 1. A strategy φ1 is called an (E, ε)-improvement of a strategy
φ
2
 if r(θ, 9>')^r(0, φ2) for all 0 e θ , and r(θ, φ^rφ, φ2)-ε for all Θ^E. If
such a strategy φ1 exists, we say that φ2 is (E, ε)-improvable.
Here and in the rest of this paper, the risk function r(θf φ) may take the value
oo? and it is assumed for the convention that oo— oo=0, oo — a=oo for any real
number a and a/0=oo or — oo as α>0 or < 0 .
Let Σ be a family of nonempty subsets of Θ.
DEFINITION 2. A strategy φ is said to be ^-improvable, if there is an E in
2 and there is an ε>0 such that φ is (E, e)-improvable. A strategy is said to
be ^-admissible , if it is not Σ - i m P r o v a D l e .
Let Si be the family of all prior probability measures on Θ, each of which
assigns probability one to a finite subset of Θ. Here we shall introduce non-
negative quantities G^φ, E) and H
λ
(φ, E), depending on a strategy φ and a
nonempty subset E of Θ:
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r{ξ,φ)-mϊr{ξ,φ')
^φ, E) = inf <P'(=D
ξ(E)
and
where r(ξ> φ)=^S^iξir(θi9 9>) w r t h a P ri° r measure ξ assigning ξ{ at a point
0<^θ, ?iH r-£«=l, and ^ > 0 . Evidently we have O^H^φ, E)^G
x
(φy E)
for every φ€ΞD and every nonempty E dΘ.
Theorem 1. 2/ <p° is an (E, ε)-ίmprovement of φ*y then G1(φ°y E)^
G ^ * , E)~e and H
λ
(φ\ E^H^φ*, E)-e.
Proof. By definition we have r(ξy φo)^r(ξ, φ*)—ε ξ(E) for every ξ in Ξx
Hence we have {r(ζ, <p°)-r& φ)}lξ(E)^{r(ξ, φ*)-r(ζ, <p)}lξ(E)-e for every
, which implies our desired result.
Corollary 1. If φ is (£", e)-improvable? then we have e ^  Hλ(φy E) ^
GM E).
Corollary 2. If φ satisfies H
λ
(<py E)=0 or, in particular, Gλ(φf E)=0 for
each J ? G 2 , then it is Σ"aclrnissible.
Theorem 2. Ifφ° satisfies ΰ<ε<H1(φ\ E), then φ° is (E, ε)-improvable.
Proof. From the assumption, there is a φ^D such that inf
ξeΞi{r (ξ, φ0)—
r(ξ, <p))lξ{E)>e, or, in other words, that inf
θ
€
ΞΘ
{r(0, φ°)-r(θ9 φ)-XB(θ) e} =
inf
ξeΞl{r(g, φ°)—r(ξy φ)—ε ξ(E)}^>0, where XE(Θ) is the indicator function of E.
The last inequality shows that ψ is an (£", e)-improvement.
Corollary. A strategy ψ is ^-admissible if and only if H
x
(φy E)=0 for
every
Theorem 3. The following four statements are equivalent each other:
a) G
λ
{φ\ E)=Qy
b) TA r^^  /> a sequence {ξ
n
} of measures in a1 such that
r(ξ
n
,φ°)-mϊr(ξ
n
,φ)
( 1 ) lim -ψ. = 0 ,
c) For any e>0 there are a measure ξ^S1 and α δ > 0 such that
( 2 ) ξ(E)>8 , and
( 3 ) r(ξ9φ°)-inSr(ξ,φ)<δe,
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d) There are a sequence {ξ
n
} of measures in B
λ
 and a sequence {A
n
} of positive
numbers such that
( 4 ) lim inf A
n
 ξ
n
(E)>0 , and
n~yoo
( 5 ) lim inf A
n
{r(ξ
n
, φ°)-inίr{ξ
n
, φ)} = 0 .
Proof. The equivalence of a) and b) is evident. Suppose a) holds. For
any ε>0 there is a measure ξeHt such that ξ(E)>0 and r(ξ, <p°)—infφ(=Dr(ξ, φ)
<εξ{E)β hold. Take a positive δ satisfying ξ(E)>S>ξ(E)/2y and we obtain
(2) and (3). Suppose next that the statement c) holds for any e = \jn. Put
ξ
n
=ξ, and A
n
=l/8 for e=\jny j i=l, 2, •••. Then we shall easily see that (4)
and (5) hold. Lastly we shall assume that d) holds. From (4) there are a posi-
tive number M and a positive integer N such that A
n
ξ
n
(E)>M for any n>N.
Putting A
n
=M/ξ
n
(E) in the formula (5), we obtain G
x
{φ\ E)=Q.
By a small change of the above proof, we obtain a similar theorem about the
quantity H
x
{φy E).
Theorem 3'. The following four statements are equivalent each other:
a) H^",E)=0,
b) For any φ^D there corresponds a sequence {ξ
n
} of measures in Ξ
x
 such
that lim
n
^{r(ξ
n
, <p°)-r(ξ
ny φ)}/ξn(E)£0y
c) For any ε>0 and φ^D there are a measure | ^ Ξ j and flδ>0 such that
ξ(E)>S andr(ξ, <p°)-r(ξ, <p)<Se,
d) For any φ^D there correspond a sequence {ξ
n
} of measures in B1 and a
sequence {A
n
} of positive numbers such that lim inf^^^ A
n
ξ
n
(E)>0 and lim inf,,^
Let 2 X and Σ2 be two families of nonempty subsets of Θ, and write Σ i ^ Σ 2
if for any £ 2 G 2 2 there is a set E^^ΣΪi such that EX(ZE2. If Σ i ^ Σ L then
H^yE)=0 for every £ ^ Σ i , G^φ, E)=0 for every E^Σi and Σi-admissi-
bility of φ imply H,(φy E)=0 for every £ E S , Gλ{φy E)=0 for every £ G Σ 2
and Σ2"admissibility of φy respectively.
Denote by Σ r and Σ© the family of all nonempty subsets of Θ and the family
consisting of a single element {Θ}, respectively. And denote by Σ s the family
of one-point sets of Θ. The Στ-admissibility and the Σs-admissibility coincide
with each other, and are usually called as the admissibility. An element φ^D
satisfying G
λ
{φy Θ)=0 is called as a Bayes solution in the wide sense [9], [15], or
a Wald procedure. In the case of a topological space Θ with a countable base,
denote by Σ G the family of nonempty subsets of Θ containing an open set.
The ΣG~admissibility will be called as the open admissibility. In the case of a
parameter space Θ with a σ-field Jl and a σ-finite measure λ, denote by Σλ
the family of sets of positive measure. The Σλ-admissibility is called as λ-
almost admissibility (see [5]).
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DEFINITION 3. A family Σ of nonempty subsets of Θ is said to be sepa-
rable, if there is a countable subfamily Σ ' °f Σ such that Σ ' ^ Σ
The family Σσ is evidently separable.
Theorem 4. Suppose that *Σbe a separable family of nonempty subsets of Θ.
(i) G^φ0, E)=0for every 2 ? ^ Σ if and only if there are a sequence {£„} of
measures in E1 and a sequence {A^ of positive numbers such that
( 6 ) lim inf A
n
 ξ
n
(E) = 0 implies £ $ Σ , and
( 7 ) lim inf A
n
{r(ξ«, 9>°)-inf r(ξ
n
, <p)} = 0 .
(ii) A parallel statement to (i) holds when the quantity G
λ
{φ0^ E) is replaced
by the quantity H^φ0, E) and correspondingly the sequence {£„} and the sequence
{A
n
} depend possibly on a choice ofφ^D, and further, instead of (7),
lim inf A
n
{r(ξ
n
, φ°)-r(ξ
n
, <p)}^0 holds.
»>oo
Proof. Suppose that G^φ0, E)=0 for every £ E 2 , namely that the state-
ment d) of Theorem 3 holds for every B G ^ ] . There is no loss of generality
in assuming that Σ={^i> 2^> *•*}> a n d that for any i there are a sequence {ξ
n
co}
of measures in H
x
 and a sequence {A
n
CD} of positive numbers such that
and
for each « = 1 , 2, •••. Taking a probability measure V
n
="Σl"^i
where -B,,=2"-i"^»c'\ w e n a v e t n e following inequalities:
lim inf BjttJβi) ^ lim A
n
«>ξH<t>(Et) = 1 , and
5B{r(^B) y»°)-inf r(Vm <p)}
= Σ A
n
^ r(ξ«\ ^)-inf Σ ^»CO K^CO, 9>)
t = i φt=D 1=1
These inequalities show that (6) and (7) hold. The other direction of implication
is obvious. The latter half of the theorem can be seen similarly.
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The statements a) and b) of Theorem 3 are the forms used by LeCam [9] and
Wald [15] for the definition of a Bayes procedure in the wide sense. The state-
ment b) of the same theorem is the form appeared in James and Stein's paper
[5], and c) is the criterion proposed by Stein [10]. d) of Theorem 3 and (i) in
Theorem 4 are similar to the form proposed by Stone [13], and d) of Theorem 3'
and (ii) in Theorem 4 are to Takeuchi [14] (see [7]).
2. Subconvex set D with the property (W)
In the preceding section we have observed that the quantity H1 gives a comp-
lete criterion whereas G1=0 is only a sufficient condition for admissibility. In
the present section, we shall show the necessity of the condition G1=0 under
some additional assumptions on the class D of d.f.'s.
Assumption 1. D is subconvex, i.e., for any φ
x
 and φ2 in D and any real
number αE[0, 1] there is a φ3 in D such that r(θy φ3)^ar(θy <£>i)+(l—a)r(θy φ2)
for every β G θ .
Let £F be the family of all extended real nonnegative functions defined on
θ, equipped with Tychonov topology, that is, the direct product topology in a
product space [—°°, °°]Θ of replicas of the compact space [—°°, °°] It is
well known that ΞF is compact in this topology.
Assumption 2. D possesses the property (W), i.e., for any accumulation
point /(•) of the subset i?={r( , φ): φ^D] in £F, there exists a d.f. φ* in D
such that r(θy φ*)^f(θ) for all θ(Ξθ.
For the reference to Assumption 2, see [8].
Naturally the property (W) holds for every subset of Θ whenever it does for
Θ. Now we are going to prove the inverse statement of Theorem 1 under the
Assumptions 1 and 2. To proceed to this end, we have to study the properties
of a subconvex set possessing the property (W) in an extended Euclidean space
En=[-ooy oof.
For two points x and y in En> we shall write "x^y" for the sentence "every
coordinate of x is not larger than the corresponding coordinate of y", and also
write "x<y" if x<*y but x^y. Suppose that S be a set in the first quadrant
in En and satisfies the Assumptions 1 and 2:
(Subconvexity) For any pair x
Ύ
 and x2 in S and for any real number
αE[0, 1] there is a point x3 in S such that x3^ax1-{-(l— a)x2.
(Property (W)) For any accumulation point x of S there is a point y in
S such that y^x.
Let H be the set of nonzero vectors ξ=(ξly"' , ξn) with nonnegative coordi-
nates &, — ,£„ and with Σ?-i? f = l .
Lemma l If S satisfies Assumptions 1 and 2, and a point x satisfies
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ξ x^'mfyξΞSξ y for every ξ^H, then there is a point y*^S such that J>*5JΛ\
Several propositions similar to this Lemma 1 are known (see e.g. [1]), and
a slight modification of the proof of these propositions will give a proof in our
case. So the proof will be omitted.
Let E be a subset of {1, 2, •••, w}, and 1E an n-vector whose z-th component
equals one iίί^E and zero if i
Lemma 2. Suppose that S be a set of points in the first quadrant of
En and satisfy Assumptions 1 and 2. If a point ΛJG5 satisfies
then there is a point y*^S such that y* ^x—εlE.
Proof." From (8) it follows that, for every ξGfl, ξ {x—e\E)>Ίnίy(ΞSξ-y.
Therefore, by Lemma 1, there is y*^S such that y*^x— εlE.
Theorem 5. Under Assumptions 1 and 2, G
λ
{φ\ E)^e is a necessary and
sufficient condition for <p° being (£*, ε)-ίmprovable.
Proof. The necessity has been shown in Corollary 1 of Theorem 1. For
the sufficiency, let N be a finite subset of θ . By Δ^ we denote the set
of all real extended functions f(θ) of θ satisfying the following conditions:
1) iΏί
φeDr(θ, <p)^f(θ)^r(θy φ°) for every 0 e θ , 2) f(θ)^r(θ, φ°)-e for every
θ£ΞNf]E and 3) there exists a d.f. φ* in D such that f(θ) = r(θ,φ*) for
every Θ^N. By Lemma 2, we can easily see that Δ^ is not empty. Since
this holds for every finite set N, the family {Δ^} has the finite intersection prop-
erty. Therefore the intersection of the closures of Δ^'s in £F has at least one
element g(θ) which, by the property (W) of D> should be equal to or larger
than the risk function r(0, φ*) of a certain (E, e)-improvement φ* of φ°.
Theorem 5 is closely related to Mazur theorem in the theory of topological
linear spaces (see e.g. [4]). As a direct implication of Theorem 5, we have
Corollary. If D satisfies Assumptions 1 and 2, then the Σ-admissibility
of φ<=D implies that G^φ, E)=0 for every
Theorem 6. Let E be a nonempty subset of Θ, and suppose that D satisfy
Assumptions 1 and 2. Then the class of d.f.'s φGfl with G^φ, E)=0 is a com-
plete class in D.
Proof. Assume that a d.f. ^°Gfl satisfies 0<G1(9?°, 2?)<oo. We can see
easily that there is no loss of generality in doing so. By Theorem 5, there is a d.f.
1) This proof is due to the refereet The original proof given by the authers was longer
than this,
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φ*<=D such that r(θ, φ*)^r(θy φ^—G^φ0, E)XE(Θ), where XE(Θ) is the indicator
function of the set E. And by Theorem 1, φ* satisfies Gt(φ*9 E)^Gx(φ\ E)—
0
, E)=0f which shows that φ* with Gx(φ*, E)=0 improves <p°.
Theorem 7. Let 2 be a family of nonempty subsets of the parameter space
Θ. Under Assumptions 1 and 2, the class A(Σ) of ^-admissible d.f.'s is a com-
plete class in D.
Proof. Take a d.f. <p° outside of -4(Σ) a n d a finite number of sets Ely -,En
from Σ . Denote by C(E), ί G ^ , the class of all d.f.'s φ satisfying 1) r(θ, φ)
^r(θ, φ°) for all 0<=Θ, 2) r(θ, <p)^r(θ, φ°)—e for every Θ^E with a certain
e>0, and 3) G^^, £ ) = 0 . Suppose that G
λ
{φ\ £ 1 )>0. Then by Theorem 6
there is a d.f. ^ e C ^ ) . If G^^1, # 2)>0, then again by Theorem 6 we have
a d.f. φ2^C(E2)Γ{C(E1). Continuing this procedure, we get a d.f. φn belong-
ing to C ^ J n n W Therefore the family {C(£): £ E Σ } has the finite
intersection property. Since £F is compact, the intersection of the closures of
{r(θ, φ): <p<BC(E)} for all £ E ^ | contains at least one / e £ F . Since the set
R0=::{g: g(θ)^r{θ, <P°) for all θ) is closed in £F, / belongs to R°. By the property
(W), there is a d.f. <p* such that r(θy φ*)^f(θ) for all (9eΘ. It is clear that
r(θ, φ*)<ΞR\ i.e., r(θ, φ*)^r(θ, φ°) for every <9eΞθ and that Gfa*, E)=0 for
every E^^. Thus we see that φ* is a Σ - i m P r o v e m e n t °f °^ a n d belongs to
A modification of Stein's theorem [10] is:
Corollary 1. The class ^4(Σs) is the minimal complete class in Z), pro-
vided that D satisfies Assumptions 1 and 2.
Proof. It is enough to recall the Wald theorem [15] that if the class of
admissible (in the usual sense) procedures is complete, then it is a minimal com-
plete class.
A complete class theorem due to Wald [IS] and LeCam [9] is a direct
implication of Theorems 5 and 7:
Corollary 2. Under Assumptions 1 and 2, a d.f. φ with G
λ
(φ,®)>ε
is uniformly improvable, and the class of Bayes solutions in the wide sense is a
complete class in D.
3. The case of continuous prior distributions
In this section we consider the case where the parameter space θ is a
measurable space with a σ-algebra Jl of its subsets, and the risk function r(θ, φ)
is ^-measurable for every φ^D. Denote by Ξ the family of all probability
measures on Jly and by r(ξ, φ) the integral of r(θy φ) with respect to a measure
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ξeB over Θ. Define
r(ξ,φθ)-mfr(ξ,φ)
w)—:• and
Assumption 3. Every one-point set belongs to Jl.
Under Assumption 3, it is clear that G(φ, E)<LG
λ
(φ, E) for every
and E^cJl, but the inverse inequality is not necessarily true, as is seen in the
following example.
EXAMPLE 1. Let Θ be the interval (0, 1), and E a finite subset in Θ.
Let a d.f. φE be such that its risk function r(θ> φE) coincides with 1—XE{&)>
where XE(Θ) is the indicator function of E. Suppose that D be the class of
all such d.f.'s. In this case, the d.f. φ
Φ
 corresponding to the empty set φ satisfies
φj Θ)=0 whereas G
x
{φ
φ
, θ ) = l . Notice that φ
Φ
 is {Θ}-admissible.
REMARK 1. When we replace B1 by 3 and correspondingly Hλ{φy E) and
G
λ
(φ, E) by H(φy E) and G(φ, E), respectively, we have parallel statements
to Section 1.
Thus Stone theorem [13; Thm. 1.3] is direct from Theorem 1, (i) of
Theorem 4 and Remark 1.
Theorem 8. Under Assumptions 1-3, the following three statements are all
equivalent:
a) φ is (E, ε)-improvable,
b) G(φ,E)^ε,
C) G^,E)^s,
where E is ^A-measurabley and
Proof. By Theorem 1 and Remark 1, a) implies b). The statement c)
is direct from b), and the implication of a) from c) is due to Theorem 5.
In the next stage let Θ be a Euclidean space of finite dimension. Let λ be
the Lebesgue measure on Θ. In this case ϋl should be considered as the σ-field
of Lebesgue (or Borel) measurable subsets of Θ. In the rest of this paper,
we shall assume, without explicitly stating, that the risk function r(θ, φ) is
Lebesgue measurable for each d.f. φ^D. Denote by F the family of all non-
negative λ-integrable functions /(#) with \ f(θ)dX=l, and write r{f,φ) —
J Θ
r(θ, φ)f{θ)d\. Define
r{f,
Ψ
°)-mΐr{f,φ)
E) = i n f ^ ^
f{θ)dx
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for every measurable E of positive λ-measure. It is evident that G2(φ, E)=0
for every E with X(E)>0 implies the λ-almost admissibility of φ, because
G2(φ, E)^G(φ, E) and Theorem 1 holds (see Remark 1). However Example 2
below shows that the λ-almost admissibility of φ does not necessarily imply
G2(φ, E)=0, even if Assumptions 1-3 are satisfied.
EXAMPLE 2. Suppose that the parameter space Θ is the real line. Let E
be a bounded open set in Θ, and N a non-empty set of λ-measure zero and
disjoint of E. Suppose that r(θ, φ°)=l constantly on Θ, and r(θ> φ1)=0 for
Θ<=E, =2 for θ<=iV and =1 for the other θ's. For any a in (0, 1) we define
r(θy <p*)=ar(θ, φ1)+{\~a)r{θy φ°) for every θ in Θ. Put D={φ«: Orgα gl}.
Evidently Assumptions 1-3 are all satisfied. However we can easily observe
that φ° is λ-almost admissible whereas G2(φ°, E)=ί and G(φ\ E)=0.
By a similar method to the above, it is easy to construct an example in which
<p° is λ-almost admissible but not admissible in the usual sense, and further
G2(φ\ E)^>G(φ°, E)>0 for a open set E with compact closure.
Example 2 is given for a counterexample to Stein's assertion in [12, p. 232].
Another counterexample to this assertion is given below:
EXAMPLE 3. Suppose that θ = ( — ©o, -foo) and K be a given nowhere
dense closed set of positive measure in Θ. Let r(θ, <p°) equal one constantly on
Θ, and r(θ, φ1) coincide with r(θ, <p°) everywhere on Θ except only for the set
K where it takes value zero. For D={φ°, φ1}, it is obvious that <p° is not
λ-almost admissible but G2(φ°, E)=0 for any bounded open set E.
A modification of Stein's assertion in [12; p. 232] is as follows:
Theorem 9. If for any finite interval J in Θ there are a sequence {f
n
}
of elements of F and a sequence {A
n
} of positive numbers such that a) lim infM^ co An
fH(θ)>0 for almost every θ in J and b) lim inf^^ An{r(fny φo)~in{φGDr(fny φ)}
=0, then φ° is X-almost admissible.
Proof. Let E be a given set of positive measure contained in J and put
a = \ lim inf^oo A
n
f
n
(θ)d\. Then by Fatou lemma we have α^l im inί^^A,,
JE
I f
n
(θ)d\. From the condition b), for any ε > 0 we can choose a sequence
JE
{nt) of positive integers such that Ani{r(fn., φ0)—Ίnfφ(ΞDr(fnp φ)} <a ε for
each ί = l , 2, •••. On the other hand, for a sufficiently large / it holds that
aβ<A
n
. \ f
n
{θ)d\. This shows that G2(cp\ E)=0, and so G(φ\ E)=0 for
JE
every E of positive measure in J. Thus by Theorem 1 and Remark 1 φ° is λ-
almost admissible in /. Since / is arbitrary, <p° is λ-almost admissible.
When the risk function r(θ, φ) of d.f. ψ is continuous for every φ^D, the
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concepts of the almost admissibility, the open admissibility and the admissibility
in the usual sense coincide with each other.
EXAMPLE 4. Let the sample space X be the real line, and B the σ-algebra
of Borel sets in X. Let the parameter space Θ be (—00, °°). The sample
distribution p(x\θ) of x is normal N(θ, 1) when θ is true. We shall show,
as an application of Theorem 9, the admissibility of the estimate φ°(x)=x of
θ when the quadratic loss is considered, which has been already proved in [2],
[3] and [6]. We take A
n
=^ϊπn and f
n
(θ)=-7^-e^θ2/2n2\ It is not difficult to
examine that the conditions a) and b) of Theorem 9 hold. Therefore φ°(x) is
almost admissible. Since the risk function r(θ, φ) is continuous on Θ for each
d.f. 95, φ is admissible in the usual sense.
EXAMPLE 5. Consider the sample space X = l , 2, •••, the parameter space
θ = ( 0 , . l ) and the sample distribution >^(x \θ)=θ*~\l — θ). For this problem
we shall show the admissibility of the m.l.e. (x—l)/x of θ, when the loss is
quadratic. We take AM=B(lln9 1/Λ)= ( V ^ ^ l - θy^dθ and fn(θ) =
J
0
θ
γ
 a n d w e c a n e a s i l s e e n t h a t inf r ( / n ) φ)=r(fwφH)
/ιi, \\n)
is satisfied by φ
n
(x)=X^^~- . From the fact that sup \φJx)—φ°(x)\ ^ ~
x+{2ln) *=i,2... n
and A
n
 ^ f
n
{θ)dθ^2n , we have
Jo
Thus a) and b) of Theorem 9 are fulfiled. Therefore <p° is almost admissible.
On the other hand, r(θy φ)=z^Σj(φ{x)—θ)2p(x \θ) is a uniformly convergent
series for the bounded φ and hence it is a continuous function of θ. Since
the class of bounded d.f.'s is a complete class, φ° is admissible.
Here we have to notice that φ° is a generalized Bayes solution for an im-
proper prior measure dη— and the A
n
f
n
dθ tends to dη in some sense.
(9(1—θ)
Takeuchi gave the following condition of admissibility for the continuous
risk function case [14; Thm. 2.6]:
Theorem 10. Suppose that the risk function r(θy φ) of φ^D is continuous on
Θfor each φ. Then φ° is admissible if and only if there are a sequence {f
n
} of f
n
^F
and a sequence {A
n
} of positive numbers such that 1) lim inf^^ I A
n
f
n
(θ)dX=0
J E
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implies that for any open set G the difference G — E is of positive X-measure,
2) liming A
n
{r(f
ny <p°)-r(fny <p)}^0for every
Proof. The sufficiency of the condition is direct from (ii) of Theorem 4
and Remark 1 (see also Takeuchi [14]). For the proof of the necessity, it is
enough to give sequences {/„} and {A
n
} for which 1) and 2) hold when <p° is
admissible. Let Ny My k and m be all positive integers, and {θly Θ2y --} a coun-
table dense subset of Θ. Define
j 1, if -N<Θ<N,
[ 0, otherwise
( 0, otherwise, and
fNMkm{θ) = {gN{θ)JrhMkJΘ)}IANMmy where ANMm =
Rearrange the four-fold sequences {fNMkm} a n d {ANMm} into simple sequences
{/„} and {A
n
}y respectively, in a common order. Then the sequences {/„} and
{A
n
} satisfy the conditions 1) and 2) in the theorem. In fact, let φ be an arbitrary
d.f. in Dy and denote by G the set {θ; r(θy φ°)<r(θy φ)}. Clearly G contains
an interval Ikm=(βk—\\my θh-\-\\m) for certain k and m which are chosen as
integers larger than an arbitrarily given integer. By Vkm we denote the
integral of r(θy φ)—r(θy φ°) over Ikm. Let M be larger than f {r(θy φ0)—
r(θ, ψ)}gN{θ)d\IVkm. Then we have
.» <P°)-r(fNMkm, ψ)}
> <P°)-r(gN, <P)+r(hMkmy <p°)-r(hMkmy φ)
, <P°)-r(θ9 φ)}gN(θ)dθ-VkmM^0.
-G
This shows that 2) holds. The condition 1) is clear.
Takeuchi [14] gave several examples of applications of Theorem 10.
REMARK 2. The original form of Takeuchi's criterion is slightly different
from ours, in such a way that the measures in our criterion in Theorem 10 are
absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure whereas he does not
assume the absolute continuity of the measures. Nevertheless, his criterion is
also a necessary and sufficient condition for admissibility.
4. Quasi admissibility
Even for a λ-almost admissible d.f. φ° there might exist a d.f. φ* such
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that r(θ, φ*)ί^r(θy <p°) λ-almost everywhere on Θ, and r(θ, φ*)<r(θ, <p°) on a
set of positive λ-measure. Suppose that a statistician be satisfied with the
almost admissibility of a d.f. There does remain no excuse for him in rejecting
the increment of the risk upon a set of λ-measure zero if he obtains an impro-
vement on a set of positive measure, and so he would prefer 95* to φ°. Such
a consideration leads us to the following concept of admissibility.
DEFINITION 4. A d.f. φ^D is said to be quasi admissible if there is no
d.f. φ*^D such that r(θ, <p*)^r(θ, φ°) λ-almost everywhere on Θ, and
r(θy φ*)<r(θ, φ°) on a set of positive λ-measure.
Let E be a member of Σ
λ
, and denote by /(/: E) the integral o f / ( e F )
over E with respect to Lebesgue measure λ. Here we notice that the in-
equality r(f <p)^r(f φ°)—εl(f: E) for every / E F is equivalent to the statement
that r(θy <p)^r(θ, <p°) λ-almost everywhere on Θ and r(θ, φ)^r(θ, φ°)—ε holds
on a set E' with \((E-E') U (E'-E))=0.
Assumption 2'. The space D of d.f.'s possesses the property (W) when
F is regarded as a parameter space and r(f> <p), f^F> as the risk function of
By a small modification of the proof of Theorem 1, we have
Theorem 11. It is a necessary and sufficient condition for <p° being quasi
admissible that
n f 0/(/: E)
for every i ? ^ Σ
λ
. And, moreover, under Assumptions 1 and!' G2(φ°, E)=0 for
every £ e Σ
λ
 is a necessary and sufficient condition for φ° being quasi admissible.
In the case of continuous risk functions, the quasi admissibility coincides
with the admissibility in the usual sense. Hence the conditions for quasi admis-
sibility become conditions for the admissibility in this case.
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